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A RESULT CONCERNING CONTROLLABILITY FOR THE
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS*
E. FERNANDEZ-CARAtANr M. GONZALEZ-BURGOSt
Abstract. The main goal of this paper is to present a new result concerning controllability of the time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equations. Here, the control variable is the trace of the velocity field on a "small" part of the boundary.
The main result states that the linear space spanned by final states is dense in the L space of admissible fields. For the
proof, one uses a duality argument that is suggested by the linear theory. This reduces the task to an existence/regularity
result for a nonlinear problem.
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1. Statement of the problem" The main result. In what follows it will be assumed that
fi C E x is a bounded open set (N 2 or 3) whose boundary 0f is of class C 1,. We denote
by q, a component of 0f2 and we assume that 0f\7 has positive measure. We consider the

following spaces:

"f,’(f) {v; v D((2) N, V.v- 0, Supp v C f/U 7),
/(f2) the closure of(f) in the space L2(f) x,
9(f2) the closure of’l)(f)in the space H (f2) N.
Obviously, (f) and/ (f) are Hilbert spaces for the usual scalar products in H (f) N and
L2() N, respectively. Furthermore, in fr(f), the seminorm

is in fact a norm, equivalent to the norm in Hl(f)N. For simplicity, we put fr and/_it instead
of fr(f) and/_it(f/), resp.
Let T > 0 be given. Consider the following Navier-Stokes problem in QT f x (0, T),
where we impose nonzero Dirichlet data:

0y

+ (y. V)y- uAy + VTr

V.y

0,
y=v

(I)

y--O
y(0) 0
Here, u is the kinematic viscosity (u > 0) and v E
THEOREM 1.1. (a) Assume v curl I-, with

L2(0, T; H-1/2(’7)N ).

L2(0, T; H’

e L2(0, T; H2()M),

L(0, T; W,P(f) 3)
L(0, T; Wl,p(ft))

(2)

v(0)

n

0in

on AT ’7 (0, T),
on ST- (0f\7) (0, T),
in f.

0

for some p > 3 if N
for some p > 2 if N
in

H-I

3,
2,

N
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(here, n is the unit outward normal vector on Of; M
if N
Then, (1) possesses at least one weak solution (Yv, Try). One has

9)

e

Oyv
Ot

E

L (O

(c
Yv e

(b)

If N

3

if N

3).

L (o, T;
2

if N

4/3 if N

2 and cr

C([0, T]; L2(ft) N) if N
7rv

2 and M

3),

2,

L:(Q:r).

2, there exists at most one weak solution to (1) (of course, Try is unique up to

a constant).

v

The proof of this result can be easily obtained arguing as in [8], [9], 12]. Now, for each
L2(0, T; HI/Z(’y)N), let us set

v(T) {yv(T); Yv solves, together with Try, problem (1)}.
In this paper, we are concerned with the following problems.
PROBLEM (P). Prove that the set

is dense in

.

PROBLEM (Q). Let

be the subspace of _fI spanned by

.

Prove that 2 is dense in
Problem (P) is an approximate controllability problem in the sense of [10]. It admits
the following physical interpretation: assume (for instance) that f O\A, where (.9 and A
0A. If Problem (P) is
are bounded and simply connected open sets. Also, assume that
solved, then a viscous incompressible fluid in O\A that is initially at rest can be conduced to
a mechanical state arbitrarily close to a given desired field acting exclusively on 0.
Unfortunately, we are not able to solve Problem (P); instead, we solve Problem (Q)
in this paper (see Theorem 1.2 below). Of course, the former is a much more interesting
question. However, it must be noticed that in a similar linear situation Problems (P) and (Q)
are equivalent. This happens, for instance, with (1) being replaced by the Stokes problem;
thus, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we obtain approximate controllability in this
case (and this no matter how small is!).

,

On the other hand, recall that in the Navier-Stokes case not much is known on the nature
of the set formed by all final states y(T). In particular, it is not clear at all whether this set
is very different from its linear span Z. In our opinion, this suffices to justify an analysis of
Problem (Q).
Let us denote by rad the family of all admissible control functions"
gad--

{V; V L2(O,T;HI/2(’)/)N),

solution (yv, Try) to (1)}.
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The main result in this paper is as follows.
THEOREM 1.2. (a) Assume N 2 and let

Then

is dense in

(b) Assume N

.

be the subspace of

{yv(Z); v
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spanned by the set

gad).

3 and let 2 be the subspace of

spanned by

Then 2 is dense in I2I.
Theorem 1.2 is related to a conjecture formulated by Lions in [11]. In this reference, one
is also concerned with approximate controllability, but there one imposes vanishing Dirichlet
conditions on the whole Oft x (0, T) and one introduces L 2 control functions in the right side
of the Navier-Stokes equations. In what follows this will be referred to as the distributed
have considered in their paper a similar
control variant of Problem (P). Bardos and Tartar
question; this time, the control is exerted on the initial condition and boundary data and second
members vanish. Our result is similar to that in [l] (for N 2 and initial data control) and
also to those in [4] and [5] (for distributed control). See also [6] and the references therein for
some related questions.

2. Some technical lemmas. Before we give the proof of Theorem 1.2, we present some
technical results. First, we establish existence and regularity for the stationary Stokes problem
with boundary conditions of different kinds on 7 and on 0ft\7 (recall that Oft is a C’, boundary
and /is a component of Oft). Let f L2(f) N, 9 L2(f), and b H-I/2(7)N be given
and consider the following problem:

(3)

-uAy+V--f,

V.y-9 inft,

(4)

(-TrId + uVy)

(5)

y

0

n

b

on

on 0f\,.

LEMMA 2.1. There exists one and only one solution to (3)-(5), (y, r) l) x L2(f).
For this couple, (3) is satisfied almost everywhere (a.e.) in 2, (4) is satisfied as an equality
in H-1/2(7) N, and (5) is satisfied in the sense of the trace on Oft\7. Finally, there exists a
constant C > O, only depending on and such that

,

YH, + llg

c(llfllg + Igg + IlbllH-,/).

The proof of this lemma can be achieved by means of well-known arguments. One also
has the following.
LEMMA 2.2. Let m 2 0 be an integer gOQ is C m+l’l f Hm(Q) N, 9 Hm+I(Q),
andb Hm+/2(7)N then (y, ) Hm+2(Q) x H+I(). Furthermore, there exists a
and m, such that
constant C > O, only depending on

,,

The proof of this result is rather technical. For instance, when m
uniform bounds for the finite difference quotients

(y(x + he)

y(x)) and

((x + hei)

0, it relies on adequate

(x))
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in H(f) N and L2(ft), resp. The details are given in [7] (see also [2] and the references
therein for other related results).
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a sequence { Aj }, with

and an orthonormal basis of

,

denoted {Wj }, such that, for all j, one has

C(f) N Y H2(ft) x

wj

?

and
Vwj

Vv dx

The function wj is, together with some qj

-Aw. + Vqj

(-qj ld + Vwj

Aj

J

Wj Y dx

VvE.

CC (ft) 73 H (ft), the unique solution to

Ajwj,

0

V.wj

in

O on 7,
wj =0 on Of\7,
n

Of course, the proof of Lemma 2.3 relies on the fact that the embedding l)
and compact (see [7] for the details).
DEFINITION 2.4. We introduce the trilineal form ) on H (ft) N by putting

(u, v, w)

[((u. V)v, w)

Here, (., .) stands for the usual scalar product in
-+ (/’ by putting
operator [3" (7 x

((u. V)w, v)].

L2(ft) N.

We also introduce the bilinear

(9(u, v), w) =/)(u, v, w) v u, v, w 9.
Now, (., .) stands for the duality pairing between (7’ and 9.
Assume that u, v, w H (f)N and V u 0 in ft. Then

(., v, w) ((u. V)v, w)

fo

(u" n)v. wdS.

On the other hand,

{)(u,v,v) o Vu, v H’(a) x.
Finally, notice that if u and v belong to L 2 (0, T; I)’) N L c (0, T;/2/), then

/)(u, v)
where cr is arbitrary in

[1, 2) if N

2 and cr

/ is dense

L (0, T;

4/3 if N

3.
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,

3. The existence of a solution to a coupled nonlinear problem. In order to prove
Theorem 1.1, it will be convenient to demonstrate an existence result for a certain nonlinear
let us introduce the system
problem. More precisely, for each w E

Oy

+ (y. V)y- uAy + VTr

0q
0t

0,

V.y=0 inQT,

(y. 27)q- uAq + 27Q -0,

7.q=0 inQT,

(-v Id + uV’y), n

(6)

q onAT,

(y. n)y

(-Q Id + u27q) n + (y. n)q

0 on AT,
on ST,
=0
y --q

y(0) =0,

q(T)-w

inf,.

,

Then one has the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. If w
then the corresponding problem (6) possesses at least one weak
solution (y, 7v, q, Q) also satisfying:

y,q

(7)

y,q

0y 0q
L2(O,T;9) NLx(O,T;ffI),
(0, 9’),
0’ 0t
C([0, T]; Q’) N Cp([0, T];/7/), 7r, Q L2(QT),

(again, cr is arbitrary in
energy inequalities

[1,2) if N

Ily(t)]]_ / 2u

(8)

4/3 if N

2 and o-

IlVy(s)

12 ds _< 2

3). Moreover, y satisfies the

q(s). y(s)dS ds

and one has

(Y(T), w)

(9)

ff

ql2 dS dt.

AT

Proof. Let us see that there exist functions
L 2 (0, T; 9) N L (0, T;/),

y, q

which solve the weak formulation of (6), i.e., such that

(oy-,v } + D(y,
(10)

(-, v)
y(0)

0,

y, v)

+ u(Vy, Vv)

(y,q, v) + u(Vq, Vv)
q(T)

The proof consists of three steps.

w.

f. q(t). v dS
0
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First step: The existence of approximate solutions. We use the orthonormal basis
furnished by Lemma 2.3. We denote by V the linear space spanned by w l, w2,..., Wm and
we put

j=l

i.e., w0. is the orthogonal projection of w on
Ym,qm

Q,. For each m >_

1, we search for functions

C([0, T];

such that

(Y’m, w.) + {)(Ym, Y., W) + u(Vym, Vwo)
y, (0) O,
(1 < j < m),

(11)

f

-/, qm" wj dS

wj) )(Ym, qm, Wj) + u(Vqm VW.j)
qm(T) W0m.
(1 _< j _< m),

(12)

0

We argue as follows. If the function p, is given in C([0, T]; ,), there exists exactly
one maximal (in time) solution y, Ym (Pro) to the ordinary differential problem (11) with
q,r P. It is not difficult to check that
d

2

dtllY(t) 2r

+ llVy (t)ll 2L2

/

Ym (t)dS.

Hence,

T

for some C only depending on f, 7, and u. From this inequality, we deduce that y, is defined
for all t E [0, T]. Now, let us denote by q, qm (Ym) the unique maximal solution to (12).
It is clear that q,j is also defined for all t E [0, T]. Moreover,

2 dt

Ilqm(t)I[

+ U Vqm(t)112L

O,

whence

IIq(t)ll /2u

IlVq. ( )ll

wo ll

Ilwll ,2

C([0, T]" m) independently from yj.
/)(0; }lwll.,)in C([0, T]" ,) and let I, be given as follows:

This proves that q, is bounded in

(Pm)

VPm

W.

-+ W is a continuous compact mapping (due to the fact that (Pm)
for each p). Consequently, Schauders’ theorem applies and possesses
a fixed point qm W. Obviously, qr, and yTi, y,, (q,) satisfy (11) and (12).

Then

W

q,r(Y,(P.))

Let W be the ball

CI([0, T]; ,)

1067
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Second step: "A priori" estimates. From (11) and (12), one easily obtains

y, q E bounded set in L 2 (0, T; Q) N L (0, T; ).

(13)
Consequently,

/)(y, y),/(y, q)

E bounded set in L

with a being as before. Now, the choice of the basis

y, q

(14)

(0, T; 9’),

(wj } yields

bounded set in L

(0, T; Q’).

On the other hand, from (11) and (12), one easily deduces that

(y, (T), w0)

(15)

[

dA T

[q 12 dS dr.

Third step: The choice of a convergent sequence
conclusion. From (13) and (14),
one deduces that functions y and q and subsequences {yp} and {qp} must exist with
Y,q

Lz(0, T; 9) L(0, T;) C([0, T]; 9’),
0y 0q
Or’ Ot

L (0, T; 9’),

and

Yr, (resp., qp)

yp (resp., qp)
yp (resp., qp)
resp.

y (resp., q) weakly in L2(0, T; 9),
y (resp., q) weakly in L (0, T;/),
y (resp., q) strongly in L2(0, T; ),

,
0qp

0y

0q

resp.,

weaklyin L

(0, T;

).

1/2 < s < and Q stands for the closure of with respect to the norm in H ()N (a
new Hilbert space for the same norm). These convergence properties allow us to take limits
in (11) and (12), which proves thaty and q solve (10). Obviously, (8) is satisfied; on the other
hand, from (15) and the previous properties, it is easy to deduce (9). This ends the proof of
Theorem 3.1.

Here,

4. The proof of the main result. From a well-known consequence of the Hahn-Banach
theorem (for instance, see [3, Cor. 1.8]), we know that the following is a statement equivalent
to Theorem 1.2.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume w
satisfies

(Yv(T), w)
(16)

0 Vv

(Yv(T)’w)=0 Vv

Then w

Uad f X

(vUu,,dPv(T))n

2,

ifN-3.

O.

Proof. Let w / be given and assume that (16) is satisfied. Let (y*, 7r*, q*, Q*) be the
weak solution to (6) furnished by Theorem 3.1. Recall that (y*, 7r*, q*, Q*) satisfies (7) (9).
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Let v be the trace of y* on AT "7 x (0, T). Then v gad and, moreover, the couple
(y*, 7r* is a state associated to v. Accordingly, taking into account (9) and (16), one has

q*

(17)

0 on AT.

From (8), we also deduce that y* 0. Thus, we have found a function q* that vanishes on
AT and solves, together with Q*, the following final value-boundary value problem:

0q
Ot

(18)

uAq+VQ-0,

V.q=0 inQT,

(19)

(-Q Id + uVq) n

(20)

q

(21)

q(T)

on AT,

0

0 on Sir,

w inf,.

It is not difficult to prove that (18)-(21) possesses exactly one solution pair (q, Q), with
(at least)
qE

L2(0, T; I)) rl C([0, T]; ),

0q
Ot
Necessarily, (q, Q)
(q*, Q*). Consequently, Theorem 4.1 is implied by Proposition 4.2
(see below).
PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume the couple (q*, Q*) satisfies

q* E

Ot

Ll2oc (0, T; l)) A L,o (0, T;/),

Loc(0

T" ’),

and (17) (20). Then q* 0.
Proof. Let x0 "7 be given. Choose r

Q*

L2oc(0, T; L2(f))

> 0 such that

B(z0; r) r 0f2 c
and consider the open sets a B(f0" r) and 2 f2 U c. Let (, d)) be the extension by zero
of (q*, Q*) to the whole cylinder f x (0, T). From (17), we see that

L2oc (0, T; V()) VI L,o(0 T; H()),
Here,

V() {v;v E H(() N, V.v 0in},
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H(h) {v;v E L2(h) N, V.v 0inh, v. n 0on0h}.
V() and H(O) are endowed with the norms of H ()N and L2(t) N resp.

It is easy to

check that

O--- E L2(0’ T; V()’)
and

-

In particular, we deduce that both and 0 are analytical functions in the space in f) x (0, T)
0.
0 in ()\() x (0, T). Hence, necessarily
(cf. e.g. [8]). But
For the sake of completeness, let us state (and prove) a regularity result for (18) (21).
LEMMA4.3. Letw Hand(}> O be given. Then the unique solution (q, Q) to(18)-(21)

satisfies
q

L2(0, T
0q
Ot

" H2(f) N)

Loo(O,T- 5; I)) L2(0, T; 1)) C([0, T];/),

L2(0, T ; H’ (f)v) Loo (0, T
Q

L2(0, T ; H (’))

Sketch of the proof. Let 0

fc (0, T

f; L2(f2) N)

L2(0, T;

; L2(F2)) L2(QT).

05 be a real-valued C o function on [0, +oc) such that

0- lin[0, T-

0-0in

T-,+oc).

Using 0, we introduce

/l-0q and

Then/1 e L 2 (0, T; 17)

Q-0Q.

Loo (0, T;/) and, also,

{ /I(T<)0-/1_ (t)0, v)+

u(V/l(t), Vv)0.(f(t). v)o: V v

9, t (0, T)a.e.,

where f- -01q. Notice that

f

L 2 (0, T; 9)

Loo (0, T;/-) and

N of &(0,T; 9’).

It is clear that/1 is the limit of approximate solutions/1, with

(t)
j-
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m),

j

m(T)

0.

Differentiation with respect to t leads to the equalities

-(qm(t),wj)0: + p(Vq(t), Vwj)0;

(23)

(f’,w).

Now, multiplying the jth equation in (22) by AjO (t), adding for
with respect to t, we are led to the inequalities
2
0;

j

-,
2
ds < C
q
(s) ]0:

+

m, and integrating

2
dr,
f(t)Jl 0;

where C is a constant. This proves that

r; 9).

r;
On the other hand, multiplying (23) by
ld

(0)’(t) and adding for

Vq

0;f2

/

0f

^’

j

m, we obtain

)

After integration with respect to t, one has

where

[].

.

T

6q
stands for the norm in

ds

<C

0f

L2(0, T; 9’). Hence,

L2(0, T; H (f)N) (-1 L (0, T; L2(ft)N).
This proves the lemma.
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